This paper aims to demonstrate some points in common between Virginia Woolf's ideas expounded in Three Guineas (1938) and the words of the Three Marias in New Portuguese Letters (1972) in order to reflect on their validity in today's world. The themes of war, institutionalised discrimination against women and the general acceptance of systems of oppression will be addressed. Adopting a method Woolf herself used in her essay, I will refer to current newspaper stories, "history in the raw" (Woolf 2008: 159) to show how the world has/has not changed since these two pieces of work were published and how both can still be used to comment on reality in the 21 st century in England, Portugal and other parts of the world as well. I will also refer to the work of Women in Black Belgrade, a group of Balkan activists born out of the war in the former Yugoslavia in 1991 and still at work today. Their work is used as the ultimate example of the need to think through our sisters, women writers, observers and critics of their society to reassess our own world today, to take responsibility and, thus, be better equipped to take action and operate change. destas obras e para compreender como estas podem ser usadas para comentar a realidade do século XXI na Grã-Bretanha, em Portugal e noutros lugares. Irei também referir o trabalho das Mulheres de Negro de Belgrado, um grupo de activistas contemporâneas dos balcãs, nascido do conflito na ex-Jugoslávia em 1991. O seu trabalho é o exemplo claro da necessidade de pensarmos através das nossas irmãs, mulheres escritoras, observadoras e críticas da sociedade para reavaliarmos o mundo de hoje, assumirmos responsabilidade e, assim, estarmos bem equipadas para agir e mudar o estado de coisas.
Introduction
When Virginia Woolf wrote Three Guineas in 1938, the world that surrounded her was violent, menacing and oppressive. Having lived through the horror of the First World War, Woolf now experienced the social consequences of the Great Depression, the rise of Fascism and National-Socialism in Europe, the threat of an impending second world conflict and the personal loss of having her nephew Julian killed in the Spanish Civil War. Woolf wrote her essay out of a desperate need to point out the grave errors on which the society she lived in was based: "It has pressed and spurted out of me (…) like a physical volcano.
And my brain feels cool and quiet after the expulsion" (Woolf 1985:112) . It is clear from these words written in her diary the sense of relief Woolf felt after finishing the work she had seething inside her. Three Guineas would be her most controversial work and, although not banned, it was snubbed and attacked by many. The tone used, the issues addressed and the imagery it contains all contribute to a piece of writing which has been perceived as "cantankerous", resentful and a mere "series of complaints." 1 E.M. Forster went as far as to say that, "In the 1940s I think she had not much to complain of and kept on grumbling from habit" (apud Marcus 1978: 94) . Virginia Woolf was not just grumbling; she was crossing a line and revealing injustices in a patriarchal regime she viewed as dictatorial.
Thirty-four years later in a different European country, the Three Marias wrote New Portuguese Letters; they lived under a fascist regime, and their country was involved in a colonial war with devastating consequences for all parties. Their work delves into numerous themes of contemporary interest, such as the unequal manner in which their society is organised, violence imposed on both women and men, the feminisation of poverty, emigration, among others. The reception to their book proves they too crossed the line of what was expected from women. The first edition was apprehended and destroyed by government censorship officials after three days on the market, the authors interrogated by the regime secret services and sued for writing a book described as "irremediably pornographic (…) and offensive to public morals". 2 These are certainly signs that the Portuguese writers ventured into a sphere that was not theirs, confronted sacrosanct spaces of patriarchal power, exposed and defied them.
Thinking through our sisters
The doors seemed to have been opened as society had changed in the years prior to the publication of Three Guineas with the introduction of women's right to vote, although limited, in 1918 and in 1919 with the Sex Disqualification Act, which admitted women to the civil service and allowed them to obtain qualifications at Universities. Figures cited in Woolf's essay show, however, women's wages were lower than men's and the number of women participating in public life was almost irrelevant, facts which lead to one of the conclusions in Three Guineas: "The doors are still locked, or at best ajar" (Woolf 2008: 181) .
If we use the strategy Virginia Woolf used when writing her essay and look at the press today, "history in the raw" (idem: 159), as Woolf described it herself, it is then fair to say 106). These invisible structures are the ones we need to identify in order to dismantle them.
Woolf and the Three Marias set out to do just that and the reaction to their words is, unsurprisingly, of shock and repudiation from the part of those who maintain the status quo.
Michel Foucault recognises the insidious nature of power, which he defends "is a productive network which runs through the whole social body (…) power means relations, a more-or-less organised, hierarchical, co-ordinated cluster of relations (…) but operated from above" in "the form of a chain (…) exercised through a net-like organisation" (1980: 98, 118, 198, 200) . If one is not aware of how the dissemination of power works, the fact that it permeates all aspects of society and the relations within it, how are we to challenge it? In his seminal book Masculine Domination, Bourdieu maintains that "the eternalization of the structure of sexual division (is) performed by interconnected institutions such as the family, the church, the state, the educational system" (2001: viii). Virginia Woolf identifies the very same institutions which need reform and includes in Three Guineas printed photographs of officials who are responsible for the society she lives in, incapable of preventing war, unwilling to allow women a full participation in the public sphere.
In New Portuguese Letters references to the status of women abound and it is claimed, "We are offered no other alternative save outright war against the whole social system (…) and are forced to destroy everything " (1975: 329, 330) . 4 Virginia Woolf too resorts to metaphorical fires to destroy the old system; words, traditional schools are set alight in her work. Characters, women, men and even children compose throughout New Portuguese Letters the image of the perfect woman desired by the regime: docile, obedient, quiet, beautiful, caring, whose main duty is to have children and look after the home and the family. This is the image of the Angel in the House, a representation of the ideal woman brought up to perform an "unpaid-for profession" (Woolf 2008: 267) called marriage, as Virginia Woolf described it in the 1930s, and a spectral intruder who women have to fight against in order to be independent. 5 Institutions dominate women through a range of strategies, one of them being the control of their bodies revealed in the laws of the land through, for example, the prohibition of abortion, as well as the leniency towards the perpetrators of domestic violence. The direct quote in the work of the Three Marias of the Portuguese Penal Code in place at the time shows the different treatment it reserved for adulterous husbands and wives which brings the text to the following conclusion: "we will always be objects as unmarried women subject to the will of our parents so long as we are minors, and after we have married, to the will of our husbands " (1975: 332) . 6 Today abortion is legal in Portugal up to 10 weeks after conception 7 and women and Woolf's seminal essay is also frequently referenced in their written work (Zajović 2013: 20, 110, 201) . Through their educated activism they articulate feminism and anti-militarism not in the sense that women are natural pacifists, a notion they reject, but because the male dominated institutions in Serbia and a patriarchal system deny women a full participation in public life, limit them to the role of mothers and carers of society. During the war women were victims of mass rape in the name of nationalism and also urged by the government and the Orthodox church to produce ethnically superior Serbian nationals. 14 These women witnessed first-hand the insanity of extreme violence perpetrated by a patriarchal/dictatorial regime and are still fighting the institutions that rule Serbia today.
They still monitor trials and denounce cases of leniency towards war criminals (Zajović 2006: 74, 75 ); 15 they organise educational workshops (idem: 51) to promote a system which would, in the words of Virginia Woolf, "produce civilised human beings capable of preventing war" (Woolf 2008: 262) ; they remind the government that massacres such as Srebrenica must be officially marked so that they are remembered as mistakes that must not be repeated (Zajović 2006: 50) . Also, in defiance of a government that views Conscientious Objection as shameful, Women in Black staged a street action where they produced a live monument entitled "In memory of the deserters" (Zajović 2013:99). These women are an example of how an alternative world can be delineated and put into practice…eventually.
Three Guineas is haunted by constant references to pictures of extreme violence taken in the battlefield of the Spanish Civil War: they "are all this time piling up (…) photographs of more dead bodies, of more ruined houses" (Woolf 2008: 210) ; as time passes, as the essay unfolds more and more photographs come into play, more and more people become victims of war, it is as if the bodies are piling up as well. And so they are. The pictures have not ceased to pile up to this day, nor have the bodies. It has been 78 years since the publication of Three Guineas and, as Woolf herself remarked, "The human race seems to repeat itself insufferably" (Woolf 1994: 464) .
In 1972, when New Portuguese Letters was published, Portugal contributed to the "photographs of dead bodies and ruined houses" with a colonial war between 1961 and generalised destruction of life in the territories of the former Yugoslavia. All around the world there are still "photographs of dead bodies and ruined houses." The photographs have not ceased to pile up to this day. I dare you to open the newspapers today.
We are all too familiar with these "photographs of dead bodies and ruined houses" and the devastating effects that armed conflicts bring to everyday life. Men return traumatised from war and, as one of the characters tells her employer from New Portuguese Letters: "ever since he came back from the wars everything is all mixed up in his head and I'm frightened of him, he shouts night and day, he beats me " (1975: 224) . 16 During the conflict, they founded a Safe House for deserters in Budapest, Hungary, where men hid to escape from conscription to the Serbian military (Zajović 2006: 64) . These acts of civil disobedience reflect the belief that it is necessary to confront the regime, openly defend the refusal to conform and cooperate with a government they deem criminal, and support those who disobey it to achieve a fairer society.
The ultimate aim of Three Guineas is to answer a question posed by a man to the female narrator: "How are we to prevent war?" (Woolf 2008: 153) and it becomes clear that The ultimate answer in Three Guineas is that peace will only exist when education produces civilised human beings, not just men, not just women, capable of preventing war, who refuse to participate in or live under systems of oppression, that is, patriarchy and/or dictatorship. 17 Literature records memory, denounces, educates, spreads concerns and alternatives. Literature can be an act of civil disobedience which confronts and questions the status quo. Words shout out solutions and, if ignored or dismissed, they need to be insistently repeated. Literature informs and inspires real people to take action and this is why we still read works such as Three Guineas and New Portuguese Letters: to think through our sisters, a word I may have presumptuously, but consciously chosen for this paper, a lineage of women writers whose words ring contemporary, inform us and suit reality today. And even if this means uncovering a certain "odour" the word feminist suggests, as Virginia Woolf called the invisible forces of prejudice; even if it means being called, as the Three Marias predicted in their work, trouble-makers, lesbians or witches or any other random words meant as insults. We will keep thinking, we will keep writing, we will share the words we read as long as necessary in the hope that if they "who now agitate these humble pens may in another century or two speak from a pulpit" (Woolf 2008: 242) . Challenging the institutions which perpetuate discrimination both openly and, insidiously, confronting them, 
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